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Nov.ember 21, 1985

In keeping with the national energy policy goal of fostering an adequate supply of energy
at a reasonable cost, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) supports a variety of
programs to promote a balanced and mixed energy resource system. The mission of the
DOE Solar Buildings Research and Development Program is to support this goal, by pro
viding for the development of solar technology alternatives for the buildings sector. It is
the goal of the program to establish a proven technology base to allow industry to develop
solar products and designs for buildings which are economically competitive and can con
tribute significantly to building energy supplies nationally. Toward this end, the program
sponsors research activities related to increasing the efficiency, reducing the cost, and
improving the long-term durability of passive and active solar systems for building water
and space heating, cooling, and daylighting applications. These activities are conducted in
four major areas: Advanced Passive Solar Materials Research, Collector Technology
Research, Cooling Systems Research, and Systems Analysis and Applications Research.

Advanced Passive Solar Materials Research. This activity area includes work on new aper
ture materials for controlling solar heat gains, and for enhancing the use of daylight for
building interior lighting purposes. It also encompasses work on low-cost thermal storage
materials that have high thermal storage capacity and can be integrated with conventional
building elements, and work on materials and methods to transport thermal energy
efficiently between any building exterior surface and the building interior by nonmechani
cal means.

Collector Technology Research. This activity area encompasses work on advanced low-to
medium temperature (up to 180· F useful operating temperature) flat plate collectors for
wat~r and space heating applications, and medium-to-high temperature (up to 400· Fuse
ful operating temperature) evacuated tube/concentrating collectors for space heating and
cooling applications. The focus is on design innovations using new materials and fabrica
tion techniques.

Cooling Systems Research. This actIVIty area involves research on high performance
dehumidifiers and chillers that can operate efficiently with the variable thermal outputs
and delivery temperatures associated with solar collectors. It also includes work on
advanced passive cooling techniques.

Systems Analysis and Applications Research. This activity area encompasses experimental
testing, analysis, and evaluation of solar heating, cooling, and daylighting systems for
residential and nonresidential buildings. This involves system integration studies, the
development of design and analysis tools, and the establishment of overall cost, perfor
mance, and durability targets for various technology or system options.

This report is an account of research conducted in the Systems Analysis and Applications
Research Area concerning verification of a computer program that simulates two
dimensional natural convection.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the fundamental heat transfer processes ~n buildings,

convection ~s the least understood. In contrast to conduction and

radiation, the equations governing convective heat and mass transfer

~n fluids, that is, the continuity, and energy equations, do not

have closed solutions even under steady-state conditions. During

recent years, considerable attention has been given to both experi-

mental and numerical investigations of natural convection in enclo-

sures. A number of review papers [1,2] have been published,

although a majority of the reported studies cover a range of Ray-

leigh numbers (Ra < 108) and aspect ratios (H/L > 1) which are not

typical of buildings. Most recently, de Vahl Davis [3,4] has per-

formed a comparison study between a large number of numerical

methods for laminar natural convection ~n a square cavity.

In order to develop an improved understanding of convection in

buildings, a coordinated analytic and experimental effort has been

undertaken at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. A computer program

*This work was supported by the Assistant Secretary for Conserva
tion and Renewable Energy, Office of Solar Heat Technologies,
Passive and Hybrid Solar Energy Division, of the U.S. Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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(CONVEC2) has been developed which numerically simulates two

dimensional natural convection in rectangular enclosures at Rayleigh

numbers on the order of 1010. Small-scale experiments have been

carried out [5,6] in order to provide data for (1) verification of

the numerical analysis, and (2) development of empirical heat

transfer correlations for a few enclosure configurations. Once it

has been carefully verified against experiments, CONVEC2 can be used

to simulate convection processes occurring 1n a broad range of

enclosures for a variety of boundary conditions. From this numer1

cally generated heat transfer ,"data base,," engineering correlations

can be developed [7].

The present paper describes a verification of CONVEC2 for

single-zone geometries by comparison with the results of two natural

convection experiments [6,8] performed 1n small-scale rectangular

enclosures. These experiments were selected because of the high

Rayleigh numbers obtained (2.6 x 108 < Ra ~ 1.3 x 1010 ) and the

small heat loss «5%) through the insulated surfaces. Comparisons

are presented for (1) heat transfer rates, (2) fluid temperature

profiles, and (3) surface heat flux distributions.

COMPUTER CODE DESCRIPTION

A computer program, CONVEC2, that solves the governing equa

tions for fluid motion 1n two-dimensional enclosures has been

developed. This program is based on the finite-difference method,

which divides the volume of interest into a set of subvolumes; the

time is also divided into discrete time-steps. The computations

employ the Patankar-Spalding hybrid differencing scheme [9]. The

time-dependent differential equations are integrated over the finite

-2-



number of subvolumes and over each time-step to obtain a large

number of simultaneous algebraic equations, which are solved by

matrix
. .
~nvers~on. This procedure ~s repeated for successive time-

steps until the fractional residues of the velocity and temperature

fields are less than 10-4 • The solutions yield the fluid tempera-

tures and velocities at the grid-nodes, each of which ~s centered

within one subvolume. The computer program uses variable grid spac-

ing to achieve high resolution in regions of rapidly changing flow.

The program methodology is described in detail in [10].

The governing equations for steady-state laminar flow of a

fluid with Boussinesq* approximation are:

.... ~

Continuity: 11 . V = 0 (Ia)

~ ~~ ~ ~ A

Momentum: (V • Il)V = Il2V - IlP + Grje (Ib)

~ ~

Energy: (V • Il)e = O/pr)Il2e (Ie)

The temperature or heat-flux profiles are specified for vertical and

horizontal walls along with no slip velocity boundary conditions on

all enclosure surfaces.

CONVEC2 is suitable for modeling both natural and forced con-

vection in two dimensions, for internal and external flows. In addi-

tion, the program can model any combination of obstacles (internal

partitions, furniture, building exteriors), heat sources and sinks

(space heating and cooling), and velocity sources and sinks (fans,

windows). In addition to the results presented herein, comparisons

*Under the Boussinesq approximation, the effect of variable fluid
density is incorporated into the buoyancy producing term of the
momentum equation.
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of CONVEC2 with other experimental and analytical work on high Ra

enclosure convection have previously been reported [5,11,12].

EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional schematic diagram of the con

figuration used in the two small-scale experiments [6,8]. One vert

ical wall is heated to a constant temperature, Th , and the opposite

vertical wall is cooled to a constant temperature, Tc • The horizon

tal surfaces (floor and ceiling) are adiabatic. The apparatus used

by Nansteel and Greif [6] had an aspect ratio, A = H/L = 0.5; while

Righi [8] used A = 0.2. Both of the experiments used water as the

working fluid and both investigated heat transfer at relatively

large values of Rayleigh number 2.9 x 109 ~ Ra < 1.3 x 1010 [6] and

2.6 x 108 ~ Ra ~ 4.7 x 109 [8]).

The experimental configuration and conditions described above

are particularly well suited for the investigation of convective

heat transfer in passive solar buildings as well as for verification

of CONVEC2 for the following reasons.

(1) Aspect ratios in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 are representative of

room geometries.

(2) The thermal boundary conditions are representative of typical

passive solar configurations; for example, they are analogous

to heat input from a warm interior thermal storage wall and

heat loss through a cold exterior window in an otherwise well

insulated room.

(3) The high values of Rayleigh number are representative of those

values encountered ~n full-scale buildings; the Rayleigh

numbers will always be greater than 109.
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(4) The opacity of water to thermal radiation allows for

the measurement of the purely convective component of heat

transfer across the enclosure; the resulting data were there

fore ideally suited for comparison with the predictions of CON

VEC2.

Due to Prandtl number differences, the results of experiments

using water as the working fluid are not directly applicable to the

problem of convection of air ~n full-scale buildings. For this

application, the predictions of CONVEC2 are needed.

Although indications of the onset of transitional flow have

been observed at the highest Rayleigh number (1.3 x 1010 ) of the

present study, three separate experimental studies [6,13,14] of high

Ra convection in enclosures report no evidence of full turbulence at

this Ra value. Thus the laminar flow equations, Eqs. (la-c) are

assumed to be applicable for the comparisons presented below.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to carry out the validation, the laminar flow equa

tions, Eqs. (la-c) were solved numerically for (2.6 x 108 ~ Ra ~ 1.3

x 1010) using CONVEC2. A study of the sensitivity of boundary layer

profiles to grid size led. to the choice of a variable-spaced grid of

31 X 35 nodes in x and y directions, respectively. Typically, each

simulation required 700 seconds of execution time on a CDC 7600 com

puter.

The numerical heat transfer results for both experiments were

generated under the assumption of adiabatic horizontal surfaces.

All numerical simulations assumed constant properties of water,
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evaluated at the mean fluid temperature, (Th T )/2+ c • The comparis~

ons indicate good agreement despite the fact that water fluid pro-

perties will vary over the range of temperatures encountered in the

experiments (2 e 57 x 10-4 °C-l ~ 8 < 4.91 x 10-4 o'C-l and 5.2 x 10-7

m2/sec < v < 9.1 x 10-] m2/sec).

Fluid Temperature Distribution

In Fig. 2(a) the numerically predicted and experimentally meas-

ured vertical centerline temperature profiles (at X = 1.0) are com-

pared for the highest value of Rayleigh number (Ra = 1.3 x 1010 )

obtained 1n [6]. For this simulation the measured horizontal sur-

face temperature boundary conditions were input to CONVEC2. The

agreement 1S seen to be quite good, particularly in the lower half

of the enclosure. In the upper portion of the enclosure, where the

largest differences are observed (7°C = 3.5% error, relative to 6T =

56.7°C for this simulation), tEe influence of variable fluid (water)

properties (requiring the Boussinesq approximation to be dropped),

when included in future numerical calculations, may 1mprove the

agreement.

In order to more clearly visualize the characteristics of the

water temperature distribution throughout the enclosure, a three-

dimensional perspective drawing (with temperature as the third

dimension) is shown in Fig. 2(b). This computer-generated drawing

1S based on the results of the highest Rayleigh number simulation

described above. The experimentally measured [6] vertical tempera-

ture profiles at three different horizontal locations (X = 0.5, 1.0,

1.5) are also indicated in the drawing by error bars (~l°C). The
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horizontal slash near each experimental bar depicts the point at

which the numerically predicted temperature ."surface:' is penetrated

by the projection line of the corresponding thermocouple probe loca-

tion. Again, the numerical and experimental results agree at all

points to within 3.5% of 6T for this simulation. The grid lines

shown in Fig. 2(b) represent the actual variable-spaced grid of 31 x

35 nodes used by CONVEC2 during the simulations.

Several observations can be made with regard to the water tem-

perature distribution shown in Fig. 2(b). Near the two vertical

walls, where strong natural convection boundary layers* have

developed along the heat transfer surfaces, extremely large horizon-

tal temperature gradients are evident. On the other hand, 1n the

central core region where very low fluid velocities exist, the fluid

temperature exhibits virtually no variation across the entire hor-

izontal distance between the two verti~al boundary layers. The

nearly linear slope of the temperature "surface." 1n the vertical

direction displays the stable stratification of the water 1n this

core region. The fact that the central core region extends to

within a distance of X = 0.024 from the vertical walls demonstrates

the extremely thin vertical boundary layers along these surfaces.

The small temperature inversion immediately outside of the vertical

boundary layers, as analytically predicted in [11], is noticeable in

the figure as the apparent discontinuities in the horizontal grid

lines. Fig. 2(b) also shows the temperature variation along all

*At the mid-height along the hot wall, the numerically predicted
maximum vertical component of the water velocity was 2.6 m/sec,
with a boundary layer thickness of 2.3 mm.
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four enclosure surfaces, which matches the experimentally measured

temperature distribution.

Heat Transfer Results

Numerical results for the Nusselt number are compared with the

experimentally obtained values of Ref. 7 in Fig. 3(a) for an enclo

sure with aspect ratio, A = 0.5. The agreement is seen to be very

good even at the highest value of the Rayleigh number of 1.3 x 1010 •

The largest observed difference between numerical and experimental

data points is only 5%.

In Fig. 3(b) the Nusselt numbers predicted by CONVEC2 are com

pared with the experimental values of Ref. [8] for an enclosure with

aspect ratio, A = 0.2. The agreement 1S excellent for Rayleigh

numbers below 2 x 109 • The largest observed difference is 10% near

a Rayleigh number of 5 x 109 •

Hot Wall Heat Flux Distribution

The numerically predicted heat flux distribution along the

fluid side of the hot wall is compared in Fig. 4 with the exper1men

tally measured heat flux [6] supplied by the heaters to the outer

surface of the hot wall. In the experiment there were three

independently controlled and monitored horizontal strips of ther

mofoil heaters, each having a height of Y = 0.33. The discontinui

ties in the experimental heat flux profile shown 1n Fig. 4 are

therefore an artifact of limitations in the measurement technique.

In reality, vertical conduction through the copper hot wall (4.8 mm

thick) would tend to smooth out the heat flux profile. Although no

quantitative comparison can be made between the two profiles, the
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numerically obtained heat flux profile approximates a smoothed-out·

heat flux profile quite well.

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical predictions of a computer program (CONVEC2) have

been compared with results from two experimental investigations of

laminar natural convection in enclosures at high Rayleigh numbers.

The agreement for both heat transfer and fluid temperature data is

excellent even at the highest Rayleigh number studied (Ra = 1.3 x

1010 ). Qualitative agreement is also seen to be good for the hot

wall heat flux distribution. The results indicate that CONVEC2 1S

capable of accurately simulating high Rayleigh number laminar

natural convection in enclosures of aspect ratio slightly less than

one having warm and cold surfaces on opposite vertical walls.

The results of experiments using water-filled enclosures such

as those described above are not directly applicable (due to Prandtl

number differences) to the problem of air convection in full-scale

buildings. However, they can effectively be used for verification of

the computer program CONVEC2. The verified program can in turn be

used to examine convective heat transfer in air-filled enclosures.

As long as the appropriate values of room aspect ratios, surface

temperature boundary conditions, and Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers

are employed during the simulations, heat transfer and temperature

predictions for air in full-scale buildings can be obtained with the

same accuracy as has been demonstrated in the comparisons presented

in this paper.
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NOMENCLATURE

A

Gr

g

H
A

j

k

L

Nu

p

Pr

a

S
6T

8

v

p

*

aspect ratio, H/L

Grashof number, gS6TH
3/v2

acceleration of gravity

enclosure height

unit vector in direction of gravity

thermal conductivity

enclosure length

Nusselt number q H/(6T k)
avg 2 2

dimensionless pressure, p*H /pv

Prandtl number, vIa

average heat flux at the hot wall

local heat flux along the hot wall

Rayleigh number, gS6TH3pr/v2

temperature

cold wall temperature

hot wall temperature

mean fluid temperature, (Th + Tc )/2

dimensionless velocity, v*H/v

dimensionless horizontal distance, x*/H

dimensionless vertical distance, y*/H

thermal diffusivity

coefficient of thermal expansion

(Th - Tc )

dimensionless temperature, (T - Tm)/6T

kinematic viscosity

fluid density

dimensional quantities
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Figure 1
Schematic Diagram of Single Enclosure
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